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            Abstract
Global warming is forcing many species to shift their distributions upward, causing consequent changes in the compositions of species that occur at specific locations. This prediction remains largely untested for tropical trees. Here we show, using a database of nearly 200 Andean forest plot inventories spread across more than 33.5° latitude (from 26.8° S to 7.1° N) and 3,000-m elevation (from 360 to 3,360 m above sea level), that tropical and subtropical tree communities are experiencing directional shifts in composition towards having greater relative abundances of species from lower, warmer elevations. Although this phenomenon of ‘thermophilization’ is widespread throughout the Andes, the rates of compositional change are not uniform across elevations. The observed heterogeneity in thermophilization rates is probably because of different warming rates and/or the presence of specialized tree communities at ecotones (that is, at the transitions between distinct habitats, such as at the timberline or at the base of the cloud forest). Understanding the factors that determine the directions and rates of compositional changes will enable us to better predict, and potentially mitigate, the effects of climate change on tropical forests.
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                    Fig. 1: Map of Andean forest plot locations.


Fig. 2: Thermophilization rates of repeatedly censused plots.


Fig. 3: Thermophilization rates of Andean forest plots.


Fig. 4: Mean warming rate at plots.
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              The plot data that support the findings of this study are available from the Red de Bosques (https://redbosques.condesan.org/) upon reasonable request. The list of species included in the analysis with their number of GBIF records after filtering and their estimated thermal optima is available in Supplementary Table 2.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 CTI, MAT and elevation of study plots.
a, The relationship between the mean CTI for each of the Andean forest plots (averaged across all censuses) and the MAT at the plot locations. n = 186, slope = 0.71, R = 0.92, 95% confidence interval = 0.88–0.93, P < 0.001. b, The relationship between the mean plot CTI and plot elevation. n = 186, R = −0.77, 95% confidence interval = −0.82 to −0.7, P < 0.001. c, The relationship between plot MAT and plot elevation. n = 186, R = −0.92, 95% confidence interval = −0.93 to −0.88, P < 0.001. All analyses are two-sided Spearman correlations.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Regression-based thermophilization rates of repeatedly censused plots.
TRplot was compared to the MAT for the Andean forest plots with multiple censuses (n = 64). Each point represents one plot and the size of the point is proportional to the number of censuses. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals based on the linear least-square regressions of the CTI versus census year of each plot. Grey points represent plots with non-significant TRplot values and filled, coloured points represent plots with significant TRplot values; hollow points are plots with only two censuses and for which the significance of the TRplot could therefore not be determined. Positive and negative TRplot are coloured red and blue, respectively.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Thermophilization rates for areas with different warming rates.
The thermophilization rates in areas with different warming rates (TRwarm; the annualized change in the mean CTI of all plots within a band of equitable warming rate) were compared to the warming rate. n = 283 plot censuses, assigned to 20 warming bands. The dashed line indicates the mean TRwarm and the coloured shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval of TRwarm. Positive and negative TRwarm is coloured red and blue, respectively.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Species richness of repeatedly censused 1-ha plots.
Species richness versus MAT in the 1-ha Andean forest plots with multiple censuses. n = 61. Each point represents one plot and the red and blue colours indicate positive and negative TRplot values, respectively. The line shows the linear regression between MAT and species richness. R2 = 0.10, P < 0.05.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Range of the thermal optima in study plots.
The range of thermal optima of co-occurring species versus TRplot in the plots with multiple censuses. n = 64. Each point represents one plot and the red and blue colours represent positive and negative TRplot values, respectively. The line shows the linear regression between the range of the thermal optima of the plots and TRplot. R2 = 0.19, P < 0.001.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Basal area change in species composition.
Percentage change in absolute basal area per plot for more-thermophilic (species thermal optimum > plot CTI) and less-thermophilic (species thermal optimum < plot CTI) species versus MAT in plots with multiple censuses (n = 64). The more- and less-thermophilic species are coloured red and blue, respectively. Lines show loess regression fits between the percentage change in basal area and MAT, and the shaded areas represent the 95% confidence intervals around the loess regressions.


Extended Data Table 1 Results for alternative calculations of TRMAT and TRplotFull size table
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Reporting Summary

Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table 1 in pdf format contains detailed information of the plots included in the analysis such as coordinates, plot size, MAT and CTI. Supplementary Table 2 in pdf format shows the list of the 1720 species included in the analysis, number of GBIF records available after filtering and their estimated Thermal Optima.
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